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Abstract: The strong development of solid-state power sources offers numerous benefits (such as
higher operating frequencies and reduced switching times and power losses), but contributes inher-
ently to the extended range of electromagnetic interferences (EMI). As these systems are associated
with a set of embedded monitoring devices using low amplitude signals, it becomes necessary to
consider new critical cases of electromagnetic (EM) immunity correlated to such environments. The
most common solution against aggressive radiated EMI is the metallic enclosure, which brings a
strong shielding effectiveness (SE), but is it always the best compromise? Our study in this paper is
focused on the SE of multilayer designs and is therefore intended to optimize the enclosures’ com-
pactness for board level shielding (BLS) on printed circuit boards (PCB). First, results are presented,
based on metallic multilayer shielding theory and parametric numerical studies in the intentional
electromagnetic interferences (IEMI) frequency range, from 0.2 to 5 GHz. Then, a complete 3D EM
co-simulation model using the microwave and design modules of CST Studio Suite (which includes
the subject, the EMI radiating source, and the multilayer shielding) is proposed, with emphasis on
the pertinent choices regarding layers width and their arrangement for compact EM shielding and
immunity optimization.

Keywords: electromagnetics interferences (EMI); intentional electromagnetic interferences (IEMI);
shielding; multilayer; radiated immunity

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is an inherent phenomenon in the world of elec-
trical pulsed power technologies and goes along with the recent technological progress
regarding their associated monitoring devices [1,2]. Pulsed power (PP) generators more and
more often feature solid-state devices and, more specifically, wide-bandgap semiconductors.
This technology trends to replace spark gap switches by offering an equivalent power range
and an increased pulse repetition frequency [3,4]. EMI produced by such generators can be
classified as intentional electromagnetic interferences (IEMI) [5], the frequency of which
is expected to extend from 200 MHz to 5 GHz (see depiction in Figure 1). Additionally,
unintentional sources (including solid-state devices used for new applications, such as
solar inverters [6], high-speed electric motor supply [7], thermal heating [8], etc.) will bring
considerable EMI due to their high frequency (HF) transient current and voltage shapes,
corresponding to the same frequency range as IEMI.

PP sources or HF application systems are both designed with necessary core components
to fulfill their role, and often come equipped with a set of monitoring devices—e.g., analog to
digital converters (ADC)—to be able to survey and detect electrical and physical behaviors.
However, the actual improvements in processing speed, component size compactness, or
operating voltages reduction of these monitoring systems turn them into significant targets for
EMI issues in such harsh EM environments [9]. Therefore, it is essential nowadays to consider
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EM immunity during the design process by trying to comply with both low couplings and
protection rules.
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Among the EMI protection solutions, the most straightforward one is the shielding
based on metallic enclosures [10,11]. Shielding technics can be adapted and selected either
in cases of far field or near field illumination, depending on where a subject is in the
aggressive environment [12,13]. Different examples and solutions proposed by [14,15]
provide good knowledge in estimating the shielding effectiveness (SE) of simple metallic
screens or enclosures. However, these solutions may appear bulky for embedded systems,
or unadaptable for applications requiring low volume and weight constraints. Recent
shielding designs based on a multilayer arrangement [16–18], which have drawn our
interest in answering this issue, will be the focus of our study. Within our previous work,
we developed a high-speed 250 MS/s ADC board based on FPGA-SoC technology to
monitor a set of data in an embedded and real-time environment [19]. This device can
perform high frequency data acquisition and multiplexed data transmission and must be
able to operate in harsh environments, as presented in Figure 2.

This system represents a proper example since it is essential to ensure data and
signal integrity on the ADC board, which is the most EMI-exposed part of the system.
Our main goal here is to propose new EMI protection shielding designs optimized by
means of analytical and 3D numerical models. The proposed shielding configurations
contribute to minimizing detrimental EMI impacts on the ADC board, it being a highly
embedded feature.

In Part II, we present a state-of-the-art study focused on theoretical single layer and
multilayer shielding technics which are based on the transmission line model. In Part
III, we compare results obtained from analytical and numerical models. The shielding
materials are proposed basing on very thin metallic and insulating materials (10–100 µm).
The parametric numerical studies based on infinitely plane screens gave us good guidance
to propose new optimized shielding solutions dedicated to our target configuration (ADC
board). Part IV shows the impact of our proposed shielding solutions on the susceptibility
and the immunity of the target. For this, we describe a complete 3D numerical model
developed, including the IEMI Source (Antenna) and the subject (PCB). Finally, conclusions
on the advantages of multilayer shielding designs over the single-layer ones are enounced.
Application of this work to new embedded target configurations is discussed.
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2. Theoretical Analysis of Multilayer Shielding Screens

The shielding effectiveness of an enclosure or a screen is characterized by its ability to
isolate an environment from any potentially disturbing EM source. It can be seen either as
a protection of an electronic device (subject) or as an attenuation of its radiated emissions
(source). Three approaches can be used for the evaluation of the SE variations as a function
of the frequency: analytical calculations derived from theoretical models of simplified
structures (1D, 2D), numerical calculations on complex and accurate 3D models, or SE
experimental measurements technics using specific HF equipment (high power sources, HF
receivers). The accuracy estimation of each of these methods is a complex challenge, which
is strongly dependent on the relevance of the analytical model, the numerical solver, and
the experimental setup. Therefore, it is important to involve at least two methods in the
study, such as numerical and analytical approaches, to ensure the validity of the obtained
results. Obtaining experimental SE measurements is inherently difficult, especially with
high shielding levels, as will be discussed in the following sections. The analytical model
used for this study is based on the transmission line theory. This model is first introduced
for a single metallic screen. Then, based on [20], the model has been adapted to provide an
accurate calculation for multilayer shielding screens.

2.1. Analytical Study of a Single Metallic Sheet

The shielding effectiveness SE of a metallic shielding at a given point (see Figure 3) is
determined as the ratio of the measured field strength (electric field E or magnetic field H)
without and with shielding:

SE = 20 log10
Field without shielding

Field with shielding
(1)

where SE is expressed in dB, E in V/m, and H in A/m.
SE leans on three well-known mechanisms that can be described by the following

representative expressions [10]: the reflection efficiency R, the absorption efficiency A, and
the multiple reflection losses M. All of them are expressed in dB; however it should be noted
that M has a negative value, meaning that the latter decreases the shielding effectiveness.
The global value of SE is obtained by summing these coefficients:

SE = R + A + M. (2)
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Supposing that an infinite metallic plane is placed in air orthogonally to the incident
EM field propagation direction (see Figure 3), the mismatch impedance between air and
metallic screen will induce EM reflection. The reflection efficiency R can be expressed as:

R = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣ (Z0 + Zs)
2

4Z0Zs

∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

where Z0 is the EM wave impedance in air and ZS is the metallic plane impedance. In far
field, or at a sufficient distance d > λ/2π from an EM field impedance point of view (with
λ being the wavelength of the EM field), E-field and H-field can be considered as coupled,
resulting in the impedance value Z0 ≈ 377 Ω. In near field, the impedance depends on
the type of field source and on frequency, ZE = 1/ωε0d or ZH = ωµ0d, withω being the
angular frequency of the E-field or H-field, ε0 being the vacuum dielectric permittivity and
µ0 being the vacuum magnetic permeability.

The metallic screen impedance ZS depends on its thickness e and on the skin depth
δ. If e < 0.7δ, only the surface resistance of the screen RS is considered (see Equation (4)),
and the latter does not depend on the frequency. Otherwise, the intrinsic impedance Zi is
dominant and then independent from the screen thickness [21].

Rs =
1
σe

(e < 0.7δ) (4)

Zi =

√
jωµe

σe + jωεe
≈

√
jωµe

σe
(e > 0.7δ) (5)

where σe, εe, and µe, are the conductivity, the dielectric permittivity, and the magnetic
permeability of the metallic screen, respectively. Considering σe >> εe, the parameter εe is
neglected as also seen from Equation (10).

The absorption losses are related to the skin depth and the EM field capability to
penetrate the conductor. Consequently, its corresponding contribution to the SE is given by:

A = 20 log10

[
exp

( e
δ

)]
. (6)

The multiple reflections are internal since they occur inside the screen. Considering the
shielding plane as a transmission line of a length x = e, the absorbed EM wave is reflected
towards the opposite side of the line each time it reaches the boundary, at either x = 0
or x = e, thus transmitting a slight amount of the incident EM field strength outside the
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screen. In this case, the ratio between the amount of energy transmitted outside and the
total energy initially supplied into the screen for a good conductor given in dB will be

M = 20 log10

(
1− Γx=0Γx=e exp

(
−2e

δ

))
(7)

where Γx=0 and Γx=e are the reflection coefficients at each boundary [21]. As the EM field
hardly penetrates metallic enclosures at high frequencies, the losses M are commonly
neglected. However, in the case of very thin conducting films of a few micrometers in
thickness, the thickness can be close to δ, leading to a more significant value of losses M.

2.2. Analytical Model of Multilayer Shielding Screens

To maximize the reflection efficiency, we now study multilayer screen designs that
are based on N conductive layers alternately disposed in between insulating layers (see
Figure 4). The transmission line model can be applied to a layer stack (with various
properties) in the same way it was used before to calculate the single layer shielding screen
SE. The total SE of a multilayer screen is the sum of the SE of each layer. It should be
noted that since insulating layers have very low conductivity (σ ≈ 0), their reflection and
absorption efficiencies are equal to zero:

SEM = SE1 + SE2 + . . . + SEN . (8)
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Based on [20], the Mn losses for an insulating layer with zero conductivity can be
derived so that it can reveal the dependence on the insulating layer properties:

Mn = 20 log
∣∣∣∣1− ΓN

[
cos
(

4π
en

λn

)
+ jsin

(
4π

en

λn

)]∣∣∣∣ (9)

with c as the celerity, en as the insulating layer thickness, and λ as the wavelength inside
the insulating layer n affected by the relative dielectric permittivity εrn. The reflection
coefficient ΓN from Equation (9) represents the product of the reflections occurring on the
boundaries for any layer N, as it does in Equation (7). Having an overall knowledge of all
the different mechanisms degrading or contributing to the shielding effectiveness, we can
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generally express the total SE for a multilayer screen composed of an alternation between
conductor and insulating layers:

SEN layers =
Nmax

∑
N=1

(SE2N−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Conducting layers

shielding

+
Nmax−1

∑
N=2

(M2N−2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Insulating layers

losses

. (10)

From Equation (10), it clearly appears that insulating layers do not contribute to SE
by themselves, since they are only related to losses. However, the key point leans on the
space between the two conducting layers, hence providing a new reflection induced by the
second conductive surface.

Since the analytical model contains all the intrinsic parameters of the materials, it
gives us an opportunity to investigate parametrically different multilayer shielding designs.
Thus, we are able to optimize thin shielding screen configurations, where absorption will
no longer be the main contributor (contrary to usual thick and bulky enclosures).

3. Numerical Studies of a Planar Shielding Sheet

The results presented in the following sections were obtained from a 3D numerical
analysis. Then, a comparison was made with the ones obtained from the previously intro-
duced analytical model. Thorough simulation studies were performed using transmission
line matrix time-domain solver available in CST Microwave Studio, a 3D electromagnetic
simulation software, CST Studio Suite 2022, Dassault Systems, France [22]. This model
considerably reduces the calculation time for thin sheets from a few micrometers used
inside large models to a few centimeters. To be able to compare SE numerical calculations
to the analytical evaluations, it is essential that the 3D models remain within the same
theoretically ideal conditions. This means that the planar sheet must be orthogonal to the
incident EM field propagation direction z, and its dimensions x and y must extend without
boundaries, as presented in Figure 4.

3.1. Parametric Studies on Multilayer Shielding

The first multilayer screen model consists of a double copper (Cu) layer screen of 6 µm
thickness each, with one insulating layer thickness referenced en inserted in between. We
study the effect of the thickness on the SE by varying this parameter between 0 µm and
100 µm. The initial case of 0 µm spacing represents a single 12 µm thickness copper screen.
Detailed 3D models are developed using CST for different values of en keeping a 25 µm
step. The corresponding results for the SE obtained after performing numerous calculations
are presented in Figure 5.
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Furthermore, these results are compared with analytical ones and are discussed. The
frequency was kept between 0.2 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively.

We can see here a good agreement between both methods along with the frequency
range, which represents a valuable benefit of the developed numerical model. Additionally,
an increase in SE is noticed between a single conducting layer and two spaced layers of the
same total copper thickness.

The increase in SE is solely due to the shielding thickness increase. This is the reason
why it is consistent to investigate the SE behavior when, for the same total thickness, the
number of layers increases. We tested three specific configurations A, B, and C with an
increasing number of layers: two, three, and four, respectively, for the same total screen
thickness as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Configurations of multilayer shielding screens with a same total thickness.

Configuration Number of Copper Layers Copper Layer Thickness
ec

Insulating Layer
Thickness en

A 2 2 × 9 µm 1 × 100 µm
B 3 3 × 6 µm 2 × 50 µm
C 4 4 × 4.5 µm 3 × 33 µm

As observed in Figure 6, the benefits of moving from a single layer to a double layer
regarding SE are obvious when subdividing the space into a higher number of layers (up
to four). The obtained gain extends from 15 to 30 dB on most of the frequency window.
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The multilayer designs shown in Table 1 and considered until now were built with
insulating layers having the same thickness. However, it can be questioned if the total
SE would be affected by introducing an asymmetry between these insulating layers, as
represented at Figure 7. To investigate this, new three-layer shielding screen designs with
an irregular distribution of the insulating layer’s thicknesses en are proposed and described
in Table 2.

Table 2. Different asymmetry ratios between two insulating layers.

η 0.11 0.25 0.43 0.67 1 1.5 2.3 4 9

en2 (µm) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
en4 (µm) 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
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Figure 7. Three layers configuration (Cu-6 µm/Ins-en2/Cu-6 µm/Ins-en4/Cu-6 µm) with an asymme-
try between insulating layers for the same total thickness of 100 µm.

These structures with different asymmetry ratios of η = en2/ en4 have been designed in
the 3D model. SE simulations results are presented for a given frequency of 3 GHz and then
compared with theoretical calculations obtained for the same design, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. SE alteration for different asymmetry ratios at 3 GHz for 3 layers (Cu-6 µm/Ins-en2/Cu-
6 µm/Ins-en4/Cu-6 µm) shielding screen.

In Figure 8, we can notice a decrease in SE as the ratio varies symmetrically on
the frequency range to η >> 1 or η << 1. This change remains relatively weak—a few
dB—compared to the whole SE level, but it should be considered for less effective shielding
configurations with poor conductivity, as in [10]. It can be deduced from these results that
the maximum SE will be obtained with perfect symmetry between insulating layers and
that any asymmetry would only be detrimental.

3.2. The Case of High Permittivity Insulating Layers

The dielectric permittivity ε of a non-conductive material is considered in both calcula-
tions of multiple reflection losses Mn, for a layer n, from Equation (9) and of its impedance
Zn =

√
µn/εn. In the case of a single layer, ε depicts the environment around the shield-

ing (which is air). The multilayer has its particularity since it allows for the opportunity
to use insulating layers with dielectric permittivity different to air, as modeled in our
SE calculations.

The periodicity of Equation (10) may be highlighted by calculating the modulus of Mn
equal to:

Mn = |1− ΓN [cos k + jsin k]| =

√
(1− ΓN cos k)2 + (ΓN sin k)2 (11)
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where (see Equation (10)):

k = 4π
en

λn
. (12)

Regarding frequency, the expression of k becomes:

k = 4π
en
√

εrn

c
× f . (13)

The minimum modulus expressing maximum losses can be found for (k = π + 2πN) with
N ∈ N, and, therefore, at the following frequencies, which in fact are resonant frequencies:

f0(N) = N × c
2en
√

εrn
. (14)

Simulations and analytical calculations have been performed for different values of εrn
varying from 1000 to 2.5 × 105 applied to the 50 µm thickness insulating layer of a double
layer shielding screen (Cu-6 µm/Insu.-50 µm/Cu-6 µm), and the results are presented in
Figure 9. Lower εrn is irrelevant since the f0 would be very high above the gigahertz. The
first peak (N = 1) for εrn = 105 is found accordingly to Equation (14) at 9.5 GHz, and for
εrn = 2.5 × 105 at 6 GHz. It is also clear that besides the peaks, the total SE is decreased.
This is due to the insulating layer impedance, which is different from the impedance in
air or a vacuum and results in a lower reflection at the second conducting layer, since
insulating and conducting layer impedances are closer in this configuration.
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Figure 9. Comparison of SE with different dielectric permittivity levels for a double layer
(Cu-6 µm/Ins(εrn)-50 µm/Cu-6 µm) shielding screen.

The high dielectric permittivity insulators inside multilayer shielding screens reduce
reflection efficiency, in the frequency range of IEMI, 0.2–5 GHz, and thus reduce the total SE.
The best performances are therefore obtained with an insulator transparent to EM waves,
i.e., with similar properties than air.

4. Simulations of the Shielding Enclosure Effectiveness with IEMI Aggression

This section discusses the SE consistency when a more real EM illumination scenario is
considered. Firstly, the shielding screen is considered as a rectangular enclosure protecting
a printed circuit board (PCB) instead of a perfect metallic plan as considered previously.
Secondly, the EM source is differenced from an ideal plane wave, with the modelling
of a dipole antenna located at a certain distance from the shielding Subject. While this
scenario is too complex to apply the transmission line theory model, the use of the 3D
numerical analysis represents a relevant approach to study these phenomena. The following
numerical studies were performed using a transient co-simulation between the MW and
Design Studio modules of CST.
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4.1. Design of the Subject 3D Model

Our chosen subject model presented in Figure 10 consists of a PCB protected with a
Board Level Shielding (BLS) type enclosure [23], being typically applied in a specific area of
the PCB where strong EM immunity is required to ensure full functionality of the system.
In this study, the sensitive parts of our 250 MS/s ADC board developed for embedded data
acquisition are the clock source components, which involve a voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) and a clock divider, which is consequently implemented in our 3D model (see
Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Analog to digital conversion PCB with 250 MHz clock generation area used as a 3D model.

As shown in Figure 11, the PCB sample is confined from both sides in a fully sealed
metallic 16 × 22 × 12 mm3 enclosure. The composition of the shield is either a 100 µm
thickness of FR-4 material (non-conductive) where a single layer of 12 µm (Cu) coating film
on one side, or with 6 µm (Cu) coating films applied on both sides of the FR-4 layer (double
layer shielding). These two configurations are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Different BLS enclosure shielding compositions.

Configuration Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3

A (single layer) Cu-12 µm FR4-100 µm -
B (double layer) Cu-6 µm FR4-100 µm Cu-6 µm

4.2. Design of the EM Source 3D Model

To generate an EMI, a radiating source is defined as an antenna and inserted in the
3D model. Since the volume is a critical parameter for simulation time, the half-wave
dipole antenna has been chosen as the EM source (Figure 12). Its well-known design allows
us to accurately control parameters such as center frequency, bandwidth of the EM field,
and E-field or H-field strength at a certain distance [24]. The band ratio (br) of an antenna
expressing its frequency bandwidth is defined as br = ( fh/ fl), where fh and fl are high
and low −3 dB cut-off frequencies of the frequency spectrum, respectively. The br of a
half-wave dipole antenna is found between 1.1 and 1.3, which can be considered, based on
Figure 1, as a mesoband type spectrum of IEMI [8]. With the aim of covering the whole
frequency spectrum of IEMI, ten designs and formats of antenna have been tested from
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0.5 to 5 GHz. Their dimensions (gap distance G, diameter D, and length L) were optimized
for each center frequency following the classic design rules from [24].
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Figure 12. Schematic drawing of half-wave dipole antenna radiation.

To be able to reproduce the same aggression radiation condition as in our previous
part, the antenna had to be placed at a distance d f from the subject, where the incident
EM field can be considered as far field. In addition, the antenna is oriented such that the
EM field propagation direction is normal to the exposed face of the shielding enclosure.
From an EM wave propagation point of view, the EM field is supposedly coupled for a
distance d f = (2L2/λ), also called Fraunhofer zone, where L is the length of the antenna
and λ the wavelength of radiated EM field. In the case of a half-wave dipole antenna, the
relation L = λ/2, means that the far field distance d f is equal to λ/2. This ensures us in the
meantime to be above and in compliance with the far field distance of λ/2π from the EM
wave impedance point of view.

Therefore, the distance between the source and the subject has been fixed at twice d f ,
which is equal to λ. This is a good compromise between ensuring far field conditions and
ensuring a reasonable calculation time.

For a half-wave dipolar antenna, E-field in far field can be estimated as a function
of distance:

E =

√
1.64P

√
Z0

2
√

πd
≈ 7

√
P

d
(15)

where E is the electric field in V/m, P the antenna radiated power in W, Z0 the impedance
of EM field in air in Ω. From literature, the linear gain of a half-wave dipole antenna was
established to 1.64 [24].

According to EM immunity of the subject, this relation is important to specify the
location of the system away from a certain source, and, as a consequence, the maximum
endurable radiating power at a fixed distance. The E-field radiated from a 3 GHz antenna
was simulated and is shown in Figure 13. Its maximum amplitude through distance
obtained from the simulation was compared with the estimation from Equation (15).

As we can notice, both results fit very closely at the distance d = λ. Additionally, the
divergence in near field since the E-field appears to decrease for 1/d2 in this area.
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Figure 13. Simulation of E-field radiation from a 3 GHz half-wave antenna compared with theoretical
E-field strength estimation in far field, in particular at the distance d = λ, where the subject is placed.

4.3. Numerical Studies of the Cases of Susceptibilty

Based on existing IEMI sources, the excitation pulse feeding the antenna was fixed to
a 1 MV voltage amplitude [25]. This value is not critical since the study is focused on the
shielding effectiveness, whose value according to Equation (1) is relative. It is, however,
interesting for further studies, particularly for EMC purposes, to be able to relate E-field
at a certain location around the board in correlation with the radiating source parameters.
The whole 3D model (including the shielding enclosure and the IEMI source) was used
to perform several simulations in order to estimate the shielding effectiveness of different
enclosure designs. Figure 14 represents the numerical evaluation of the E-field inside the
enclosure with two configurations. Figure 14a shows these numerical calculations in the
case where no shielding is used. Figure 14b represents the E-field amplitude with the
presence of a single layer shielding of Cu-12 µm, constituting the shielding configuration A
(see Table 3).
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Figure 14. (a) Frequency spectrum of E–field measured near PCB without shielding. (b) Frequency
spectrum of E–field measured with single 6 µm–Cu layer shielding enclosure. Measurements are
presented for the 10 half–wave dipolar antennas.

The ten curves show the E-field for each antenna central frequency, which have been
placed respectively to a distance d = λ. As an example, the antenna with a central frequency
of 0.5 GHz was placed at 60 cm from the enclosure, and the one with a central frequency of
5 GHz was placed at 6 cm. They are both considered to be in far field regarding to their
respective central frequencies.
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The E-field difference expressed in dB for each of the ten central frequencies from
0.5 GHz to 5 GHz was used to reconstitute the SE on the whole discrete frequency range.
This process was applied for simulation results obtained with both configurations from
Table 3: the single layer Cu-12 µm configuration A, and the two conducting layers Cu-
6 µm/FR4-100 µm/Cu-6 µm configuration B (see Figure 15). The calculated SE was then
compared to the ideal model results presented previously, and to the theoretical calculations.
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the CST finite enclosure (configurations A and B).

We can observe an improvement from 30 to 40 dB between configurations A and B,
which confirms the advantage of multilayer shieldings over single layer ones. Despite the
appearance of a drop in SE around 4 GHz (which is common to both configurations), it is
difficult to assume a relationship with cavity resonance modes of an enclosure of such size
(22 × 16 × 11 mm3), which is expected above 10 GHz.

5. Conclusions

The study presented in this article corroborates the advantages of multilayer shielding
screens against single layer models by comparing the transmission line analytical model and
the 3D EM numerical model. Different layer arrangements were investigated by isolating
each parameter, thus allowing us to point out the effects on the shielding effectiveness in
each case. It appears that the spacing increase between two conducting layers enhances the
total SE by reducing multiple internal reflection losses that occur between them. In addition,
the increase in layers number for the same total screen thickness helps to improve SE by
multiplying the reflection coefficient by the number of conducting layers. The optimal SE
is found by both analytical and numerical methods when the insulating layers have the
same thickness. A gradient of these thicknesses would not allow any gain but would only
decrease SE. It was also observed that a high enough relative permittivity (εr > 104~105)
for thin insulating layers around 100 µm thickness can bring resonant frequencies below
10 GHz and decrease the total SE. The overall results shown in this paper emphasize the
gain in compactness of multilayer shielding over single layer classical shields. To reduce
volume while keeping the same shielding effectiveness is fully in line with the continuous
improvement for smaller, faster, and more EM sensitive embedded electronic systems
operating in EMI environments.

Our study has also presented the development of a 3D co-simulation model, which
includes all at once the subject and the source geometries. Thus, the ability to estimate SE
with more complex and realistic 3D models will enhance the interest in studies dedicated to
advanced shielding designs for significant EMC improvements. In further steps, it will give
the possibility to estimate parasitic voltage disturbances induced in high-speed PCB tracks
(clocks, data signals), and therefore, to anticipate maximum admissible EM field values for
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safe operation of the target/subject. The two conditions for this (minimum distances to
the source and maximum amplitude of sources power) could be settled for keeping good
signal integrity and proper functioning of the fully shielded system.

6. Future Work

The experimental validation of such shielding is a well-known challenge, which cannot
be easily met without the use of very specific equipment. In collaboration with CEA Gramat,
the implementation of test campaigns in anechoic chambers, with the provision of IEMI
type radiating sources, will be planned. This partnership will also allow us to project
ourselves towards applications for board level shielding on actual monitoring devices.
Moreover, as a completion of the study, the numerical analysis of shielding’s behavior in
near field, using our 3D models, is planned to be performed. Near field shielding theory
is applicable to multilayer, though it can be challenging when it comes to analyzing it
numerically or experimentally. Considering this important scenario for subject shielding,
as well as emission shielding, would greatly enhance the radiated immunity behavior
accuracy of future electric systems during their EMC design process.
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